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В работе рассматриваются возможости абдуктивного (инференционного) анализа естественных текстов с эллиптическими сегментами в рамках Отнологической
Семантики на основе инференционных правил установления зависимости между
семантическими ролями, а также правил зависимости классов событий и значений скалярных атрибутов.

1. Paper goals
The paper explores a promising yet currently understudied area of application of Ontological Semantics — ellipsis processing. After a brief outline of the
Ontological Semantics framework and the mechanism
of abduction, i.e. inference-based form of reasoning,
it will be demonstrated how an Ontosem-informed
NLP application handles elliptic input abductively, i.e.
in a two-step fashion similarly to an abducing human
agent. Two directions for developing abductive NLP
module are explored. Pertinent examples are provided.

2. Direct Meaning Access:
theory, structure and applications
In the current range of largely non-semantic,
method-driven and domain-restricted computational
NLP systems, Ontological Semantics, or Direct Meaning Access (its current incarnation), offers a semanticsinformed, formalism-independent, problem-driven and
cross-domain toolbox for describing and modeling human language competence in its complexity and dynamicity. A rapidly growing list of publications provides
a detailed description of the methodology [14, 28],
structure [9] and application domains [24, 25, 26, 28].
Below follows a brief and generalized overview of the
system.
Stemming from the fundamental tenet — the unavoidability of semantics in designing any computational NLP system — DMA incorporates a large and richly
structured hierarchy of ontological concepts — the On-
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tology. In addition to the basic ALL  (EVENT, OBJECT,
ATTRIBUTE) branching (see Figure 1), each of ca. 8,000
concepts is also deﬁned through a large set of properties
(both unique and inherited) of a slot-ﬁller structure,
whose ﬁllers are other concepts (see Figure 2). This results in:
• a highly complex nature of the ontology, which
is constrained, on the one hand, by the general
principle of parsimony of its acquisition, and
on the other, by the natural organization of objects, events and properties in the world, which the
ontology models;
• a highly versatile nature of the ontology; the highly entangled (hypero-hyponymic, mereological,
causal, etc.) conceptual network enables the ontology to emulate human semantic competence;

Figure 1. Basic Ontology branching: the
root branch ALL breaks into OBJECT, EVENT,
and PROPERTY
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ing module to operate across clauses and reconstruct
elliptic and contradictory segments from recent slot ﬁllers (see [25] for details on the contradiction-detection
application of DMA).
The OntoParser, a dynamic processing module, utilizes static knowledge resources and proceeds in a stepby-step fashion from clause-breaking to lexical instantiations of concepts, syntactic constituents (e.g. multiple NP resolution), events, their case-role ﬁllers and,
ultimately clause merging, temporal, modality features,
resulting in the text-meaning representation (TMR).
Figure 4 illustrates the working of the OntoParser:
TMR is the ﬁnal output of a DMA-informed NLP
application. It constitutes lock, stock and barrel of any
NLP enterprise and serves as a foothold for further machine-based applications: (information assurance, security, search, retrieval, etc.). Within DMA, a typical TMR
features an event-driven description of a clause (from
sentential level up) with the head event(s) and its caserole ﬁllers. For example, the processing of the input

Figure 2. A snapshot of the ontology browser with
the concept hierarchy and a detailed description
for the CLUB-ORGANIZATION concept
A language-dependent Lexicon (120,000 entries
for English, fewer for Spanish, Russian and Turkish) constitutes another static knowledge resource within DMA.
The Lexicon features semantic (linking to a concept and
its properties) and syntactic (case roles, selection restrictions) information for each entry (see Figure 3). Proper
names are stored in a 25,000 entries-large Onomasticon.

(1) The outlaws ran cocaine into the U.S.
would yield the following TMR:
(smuggle
(agent(sem(criminal)))
(theme(sem(cocaine)))
(destination(sem(country(has-name(value(“unitedstates”))))))
)
, where the concept SMUGGLE in the Ontology is disambiguated through the lexical verbal entry run-v6 in the
Lexicon, whose theme is the concept CONTROLLEDDRUG, which, in turn, is the ontological parent for the
concept COCAINE (a more in-depth analysis of the example can be found in [28]).
Table 1 illustrates a wide range of application
of Ontological Semantics and DMA with various degree
of implementation (adapted from Raskin et al. 2004).

2.1. Abductive reasoning and Ontological
Semantics: theory

Figure 3. Lexical entries of club-n1, and club-v1
for the “club” super-entry in the Lexicon
The Fact Repository stores instances of concepts
(head concepts, constraining properties and case-role
ﬁllers) from the immediate input. This allows the pars-
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The research on abductive reasoning, ﬁrst deﬁned
in [17], is developing rapidly [1, 4, 5, 10, 11, 13, 15, 18,
29]. Generally, abduction is resorted to when an explanation of a fact is required, and no ultimately deﬁnitive
theories are available. Most sources agree on a twophased structure of abduction. It involves delineating
a set of hypotheses, at which point a “leap of faith”
is done by an abducing human when from the set
of generated hypotheses the most plausible yet potentially defeasible candidate is selected. Selection criteria
and algorithms are subject to debates in the literature
(see [11] for a detailed overview).
Interesting parallels between abduction and the
OntoParser can be drawn. Similar to abducing human
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Figure 4. The ﬂowchart of the OntoParser with sub-modules and steps of processing
Table 1. Areas of DMA application
Application
Syntactic NL Watermarking
Semantic NL Watermarking
NL Tamperprooﬁng
NL Sanitization
Automatic Terminology
Standardizer
Perimeter Protection
NL Streaming Processor
Ontosem-based humor
research

Function
Embeds the watermark in the syntactic tree of a sentence
Embeds the watermark in the TMR tree of a sentence
Embeds a brittle watermark to detect any changes
to the text
Seamlessly removes and replaces sensitive information
Translates different terminological dialects in IAS into
TMRs
Sanitizes outgoing e-mail online
Interprets incoming information before it is complete
Processing, modeling and generation of humorous texts
based on Ontosem and General Theory if Verbal Humor
frameworks

Ontosem-driven Internet
Semantic search, classiﬁcation, QA applications
search engine
Abductive reasoning modeling Processing elliptic input segments
Ontosem-based
Controls information sharing across security levels
(de)classiﬁcation
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agents handling ambiguity, the OntoParser processes elliptic input by:
• projecting its static knowledge resources (Ontology, Lexicon, Onomasticon) onto immediate input;
• constraining the resources by selecting a pool
of possible slot-ﬁllers, and, ultimately,
• detecting the most plausible candidate (or a minimal set of them) within that pool.
Abduction thus lies in the core of OntoParser’s processing of ambiguity. Both human agent and OntoParser
operate on same principles. What the “pool of possible
explanations” and the “best explanation” are to the human competence is what the “multiplicity of slot-ﬁllers
(mainly case-role ﬁllers)” and the “constrained ﬁller”
are to the Ontoparser (Table 2).

Table 2. Similarity of two-staged abductive
reasoning by human agent and OntoParser
Phase

Human
competence

OntoParser

Set of case-role ﬁllers
Pool of plausible
delineated based on onHypoth- hypotheses selecttological properties
eses set ed based on genand data from lexical
eral knowledge
entries in the input
Most plausible case-role
Best plausible exﬁller identiﬁed based
Candiplanation generon Fact Repository data
date seated based on imand other explicit slot
lection
mediate goals
ﬁllers

2.2. Abductive reasoning and Ontological
Semantics: practice
The section will discuss two cases of ellipsis and
strategies for their processing by the OntoParser.
Modeling abduction within Ontological Semantics
is an ongoing study. Currently, two routes are being explored for enabling the parser to effectively process ambiguous (in particular, elliptic) input. Each route is deﬁned by the initial input conditions, i.e. what segments
of the text are missing and need restoring.
• For input with elliptic case roles (and explicit clauseforming events), inference rules can be designed
that capture dependencies between case role ﬁllers across clauses; if the dependency is there, the
elliptic case role ﬁller can be reconstructed based
on the rule and the already present ﬁllers from the
recent input (stored in the Fact Repository);
• For input with elliptic clause-forming events (and
explicit case roles), inference rules can be designed
that capture correlations between scalar attributes
and the epistemic modality values; when applied,
the rule allows to narrow down the pool of potential elliptic events;
Examples will illustrate each case.
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The implementation of an inference rule establishing
case-role dependencies in clauses with speciﬁc event classes
was described in detail in [20]. The rule allowed reconstructing non-verbalized ﬁllers for the case role of destination
in events whose EFFECT property slot was ﬁlled by a MOVEMENT-EVENT with an explicit destination case role:
(2) A bomb was thrown at a building. No serious damage reported. (Roughly adapted from [20])
(throw
(theme(sem(bomb)))
(destination(sem(building))))



(damage
(theme(sem(building —
reconstructed)))
)

Based on the rule and employing the immediate
data from Fact Repository and proceeding algorithmically, the parser reconstructs missing theme case role for
the event DAMAGE with BUILDING from the preceding
THROW (which IS-A MOVEMENT-EVENT) event, where
BUILDING ﬁlls in the destination slot.
The inference rule below stipulates identical ﬁllers
for agent and theme case roles in CHANGE-IN-QUANTITY events related through the PRECONDITION and
EFFECT properties. Example (3),
(3) If the US plans to increase its troops in Afghanistan,
the reduction in Iraq needs to be accelerated.
features two events, INCREASE and DECREASE (represented by increase-v1 and reduce-v1), the latter having
a non-verbalized theme ﬁller. Before the inference rule
is applied, the following TMR would be produced:
(increase
(agent(sem(country(has-name(value(“united-states”))))))
(theme(sem(military-unit)))
(location(sem(country(has-name(value(“afghanistan”))))))
(volitive(value(>0.5)))
(precondition(sem
(decrease
(agent(sem(nothing))))
(theme(sem(nothing)))
(location(sem(country(has-name(value(“iraq”))))))
(saliency(value(>0.5)))
(velocity(value(>0.5)))
)
)
)

The italicized “nothing’s” indicate that no explicit
or default ﬁllers for the slots have been found the parser.
This being said, the following rule can be formulated:
For events E1 and E2,
If E1 and E2 are CHANGE-IN-QUANTITY events, which
stand in the PRECONDITION or EFFECT relation, then
E1 and E1 have identical ﬁllers for agent and theme case
roles, if no other explicit or default ﬁllers are available.
A formal deﬁnition of the rule is provided below:
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IF

THEN

(E1(pre-condition/effect(E2)));
E1 = CHANGE-IN-QUANTITY
E2 = CHANGE-IN-QUANTITY
No explicit case role ﬁllers for E2 available;
(E1(agent)) = (E2(agent))
(E1(theme)) = (E2(theme))

As the result of the rule application, the concepts
COUNTRY(has-name(value(“united-states”)))
and
MILITARY-UNIT will ﬁll in the slots for agent and theme
case roles in the DECREASE event.
Reconstructing elliptic events presents a challenge.
In the ongoing study in this area, an interesting avenue
is currently being explored, in which for cases with explicit scalar attribute values, explicit case roles and implicit events, inference rules can be designed based on the
correlation between the value of epistemic modality and
the value of large class of SCALAR-ATTRIBUTE’s for the
non-verbalized event. In the current Ontology, it appears, some scalar attributes can determine the value
of the epistemic modality of the clause-forming event.
To illustrate, the zero value of INTELLIGENCE attribute
seems to precondition the zero value of epistemic modality for the branch of COGNITIVE-EVENT’s:
IF (intelligence(value(0)))
THEN (cognitive-event(epistemic(value(0))))
Example (4),
(4) I tried to explain him the theory, but he turned out
to be completely dumb.
contains an explicit zero value of the INTELLIGENCE attribute and a non-verbalized EVENT:
(expressive-act
(agent(sem(human)))
(theme(sem(theory)))
(beneﬁciary(sem(human intelligence(value(0)))))
(domain(value(event missing)))
(epiteuctic(value(<0.5)))
)

for the INTELLIGENCE attribute to a number of event
classes, COGNITIVE-EVENT being one of them. The case
role ﬁller match would then narrow the search down
to a speciﬁc event. A rule can thus be formulated:
For a clause C that contains a verbalized case role
CR, a verbalized scalar attribute SA preconditioning
a set of event classes EC, and non-verbalized event E,
the value of SA will be identical with the value of the
epistemic modality of E, and CR will ﬁll in one of the
slots for E;
For (E(SCALAR-ATTRIBUTE(value(x)))(case-role(y)))
IF
E is elliptic;
x is verbalized;
y is verbalized;
THEN
(E(case-role(y));
(epistemic(value(x)))),
where E ∈ {EC}; y ∈ {EC(case-roles)};

The tentative list of preconditioning scalar attributes includes, but not restricted to:
difﬁculty-attribute, feasibility-attribute, intensity, orderliness, precision-attribute, rapidity, safety, secrecyattribute, success-attribute, survivability, treatability,
stability, age, endurance, ﬂexibility, resistance, roundness, almost all SCALAR-HUMAN-ATTRIBUTE, etc.
For each of these attributes, a limited number
of events can be deﬁned as their domain. Based on this
dependency, the OntoParser would:
1) Look up the set of events preconditioned by the attribute in question;
2) From this set, select events whose case-role ﬁllers
can be found in the given input;
3) Identify the non-verbalized event;
4) Based on the given attribute value, determine the
probability of the event by assigning a speciﬁc value of epistemic modality;

1.
2.

Naturally, in the given situation, successful understanding presupposes a higher-than-zero value of intelligence property attributed to the recipient. In the TMR,
the italicized event missing can be reconstructed through
an inference rule which would constrain the domain1
1
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The notions of “attribute domain” and “attribute range”
need clariﬁcation here. Within Ontological Semantics,
along with OBJECTS and EVENTS, the ontology features
a class of PROPERTIES, of which ATTRIBUTE is a subclass.
Every PROPERTY is deﬁned through domain and range:
property (domain, range). The set of events or objects
to which PROPERTY pertains is deﬁned in its domain,
whereas the set of values of PROPERTY deﬁned in its

3.
4.

A tentative algorithm can thus be formulated:
Input contains an ATTRIBUTE?
Yes — go to 2. No — terminate.
Non-verbalized EVENT in the clause?
Yes — go to 3. No — terminate.
Identify events preconditioned by the attribute.
Yes — go to 4. No — terminate.
Identify case-role ﬁllers in the clause.
Yes — go to 5. No — terminate.
range (see [14], but also [16: 31] for similarities with the
notions of domain and range of a mathematical function).
To illustrate, in the ontology, AGE is a literal attribute,
whose domain is EVENT and OBJECT, and whose range
is ANY-NUMBER (i.e. a numeric value of age of a particular
object or event). The author is grateful to the anonymous
reviewers for emphasizing the need to elaborate on the
notions.
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5.

Match the case-role ﬁllers with those for the
events preconditioned by the attribute.
Declare the selected set of events elliptic.
Identify the value of the ATTRIBUTE.
Assign identical value of EPISTEMIC modality
to the event or events declared elliptic.

(5) He saw the shore on the horizon but was too tired.

(5) He saw the shore on the horizon but was too tired.
(visual-event
(agent(sem(human(gender(value(male))))))
(theme(sem(coastal-geological-entity)))
(horizontal-liquid-motion
(agent(sem(human
(gender(value(male))))))
(strength-attribute(value(<0.2)))
(destination(sem(coastal-geological-entity)))
(epistemic(value(<0.2)))

(6) He found the spade but was too tired.

)

For both examples, the parser would identify the following set of events preconditioned by the STRENGTHATTRIBUTE: dig, enclose, shift, shift-material, entwine,
unwrap, wrap, fasten-together, operate-device.
In the set, the events would be selected which
could have COASTAL-GEOLOGICAL-ENTITY (lexical item “shore”) and SHOVEL (lexical item “spade”)
as case-role ﬁllers:

(6) He found the spade but was too tired.
(ﬁnd
(agent(sem(human(gender(value(male))))))
(theme(sem(shovel)))
(operate device dig shift-material enclose fasten-together
operate-device unwrap wrap
(agent(sem(human
(gender(value(male))))))
(strength-attribute(value(<0.2)))
(instrument(sem(shovel)))
(epistemic(value(<0.2)))
)
)

6.

Consider the examples:

603

)

(5) (coastal-geological-entity
(destination-of(sem(horizontal-liquid-motion)))
)
(6) (shovel
(instrument-of(sem(operate device dig shift-material
enclose fasten-together operate-device unwrap wrap)))
)

Having narrowed down the search, the parser
would then proceed with the STRENGTH-ATTRIBUTE
and EPISTEMIC value assignment, at which point the
ultimate TMR’s for the two examples will be generated:
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